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Videos of cruises, charter jet, helicopters, luxury resorts,
and travel. Includes Aspen, Maldives, Bora Bora, The
Brando, Conrad Bora Bora Nui, The Burgenstock
Resort, Air Zermatt, Tahiti Helicopters, Conrad Maldives
and others.
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PRESIDENTIAL OVERWATER VILLA: Conrad Bora Bora nui (#shorts)

January 2021 visit to Conrad Bora Bora Nui in French Polynesia, South Pacific and
aerial tour of the island by helicopter.
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BORA BORA BY HELICOPTER: Flying over Paradise (#shorts) Amazing !

January 2021 visit to Conrad Bora Bora Nui in French Polynesia, South Pacific and
aerial tour of the island by helicopter.
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CONRAD BORA BORA: South pacific Paradise (#shorts)

January 2021 visit to Conrad Bora Bora Nui in French Polynesia, South Pacific.
#borabora
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YOUTUBE REWIND 2020: It's finally over ! #shorts

The longest of the shortest of years. Watching the hourglass as time stood still at light
speed. Welcoming all new dreams and adventures in 2021...
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DUBAI: City of the Future (Amazing!) #shorts

Emerging from the sands of the desert into the most modern city of the world. See
why it's a bucket list destination.

#dubai #bucketlist
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CONRAD BORA BORA: Best Luxury Resort in French Polynesia (Amazing !) #shorts

Visit to the mythical Bora Bora in French Polynesia during August and September
2020.
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PRINCESS SKY CRUISE: Rome to Barcelona (Mediterranean 2019) #shorts

PRINCESS SKY CRUISE: Rome to Barcelona (Mediterranean 2019)
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CONRAD MALDIVES: #1 Luxury Resort in the Maldives (Amazing Expensive !)

Maldives: Indian Ocean Praradise

Epic drone footage of the Conrad Maldives during New Years 2019-2020. Views of
sunset over the water villa. This is a vloggers paradise. Incredible sunsets, crystal
clear water, even sharks swimming beneath your glass floor villa, this resort has it all.
Cost of admission is a astronomical $8,000 per night (drinks not included). Of course
you can stay at the underwater villa for up to $40,000 per night.

Pro Tips:
Shot on a DJI Mavic Air. Short video edited on iPhone12 Pro. For travel tips visit our
website at Cruising Review.

Cruising Review travels the world to capture the best sunsets, resorts, cruises, and
experiences. CR provides factual reviews. If a guest experience goes wrong, we try
to work with the staff to remedy the poor experience. We do this to encourage
systematic change (we don't do it for free stays, points, or any reimbursement). We
are very transparent in our reviews, and hope you appreciate that, since your time
and money are valuable assets. Most travelers have limited time, and want to spend
it enjoying the experience, not dealing with experience or infrastructure issues.
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UAE Amazing Markets: cruise excursion (MSC Bellissima)

Wonderful markets of UAE from shore excursion of MSC Bellissima. Dubai - Muscat -
Abu Dhabi - Oman - Qatar
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BURGENSTOCK RESORT: Luxury Resort in Europe (Amazing!) #shorts

Visit in 2019 to the amazing Burgenstock Resort above Lake Lucerne, Switzerland.
Also see the link below to the Growing Up Without Borders video (which includes
me).
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ASPEN Colorado: Maroon Bells (June 2020)

Hailed as the most photographed mountains in North America, Maroon Bells, which is
just outside of Aspen, is one of the prettiest locations in the United States. The area
opened up June 8th, and do you need reservations to go there by vehicle. If you’re
biking up you do not need reservations. I rented a E-bike and treked the almost 10
miles without too much effort. The ride is just beautiful. As with last year, there was
evidence of avalanche damage to many groves of Aspen. While hiking up the trail I
saw two moose. Just a beautiful summer solstice weekend.

#Aspen #maroonbells #hiking
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PRIVATE JET: Barcelona to Zurich by #1 Jet (over the Swiss Alps)

PRIVATE JET: Barcelona to Zurich over the Swiss Alps BCN-ZRH

Epic $10,000 jet charter flight from Barcelona, Spain over the Swiss alps to Zurich,
Switzerland. The story begins after the Sky Princess cruise in the Mediterranean in
November 2019. For this charter, I invited the YouTube group Growing Up Without
Borders (@Growing Up Without Borders ) to join me for the flight to Zurich.

The charter jet started that morning in the UK, did a passenger drop off in Nice,
France, then flew over to Barcelona to meet us.

About the jet: This two pilot, 6-7 passenger jet was a Nextant XT (completely rebuilt
Beechjet 400A/XP with Williams FJ44- 3AP engines and the Rockwell Collins Pro
Line 21 integrated avionics suite).

About the flight:
Duration: 1:20
Passengers: 6
Lunch: Box lunch catered
Beverages: Wine, champagne, soda, water

Pro Tips:
Charter rates vary from broker to broker. Get a few quotes, or choose from a reliable
jet charter agent. We use a group based in Switzerland called D-jet. Most jets that are
chartered cannot be scheduled directly with the owner-operator of the jet, you will
have to go through a agent. For travel tips visit our website at Cruising Review.
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TAHITI - THE BRANDO - CONRAD BORA BORA: The Worlds Best (#shorts) Helicopter
Charter

Epic $8,000 helicopter charter flight from the most exclusive South Pacific eco-resort
near Tahiti called The Brando, and then over to the Conrad Hilton in Bora Bora
(about an hour north). Additional drone footage of the Presidential Over Water Villa at
the Conrad Bora Bora in French Polynesia. At this time the Conrad Bora Bora does
not have a helipad, so you will land at the airport, then take a boat from the airport to
the resort.
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MALDIVES PARADISE $8,000 Per Night: Conrad Maldives

Epic over-the-water-villa footage of the Conrad Maldives, during our New Years 2019
-2020 visit. Views of sunset are from the west-facing bungalow. This is a vloggers
paradise. Incredible sunsets, crystal clear water, even sharks swimming beneath your
glass floor villa, this resort has it all.

Cost of admission is a astronomical $8,000 per night (drinks not included). Of course
you can stay at the underwater villa for up to $40,000 per night. This is a short vlog of
our stay there. Pro Tip: Book lowest category and upgrade or wait for deals on arrival.
You can get a huge discount on the undersea villa Muraka if you inquire about deals,
and get for around $10,000 per night versus $40,000 per night (without all the frills).
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SWISS ALPS BY HELICOPTER: Tour the Matterhorn (via Air Zermatt)

Epic aerial footage of the top of the Matterhorn by helicopter. See the stunning views
you can only get from Air Zermatt. If you ever visit the charming Swiss village of
Zermatt, Switzerland, I recommend staying at the Riffelalp Resort (high above the
village mid-way up the Gornergrat) and taking a helicopter tour of the Swiss alps. I
have even chartered Air Zermatt to fly me directly to the Burgenstock Resort high
above Lucerne, Switzerland.
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MALDIVES DRONE ATTACK: Beauty Captured (Amazing #1 Drone Footage)

Epic drone footage of the Conrad Maldives during New Years 2019-2020. Views of
sunset over the water villa. This is a vloggers paradise. Incredible sunsets, crystal
clear water, even sharks swimming beneath your glass floor villa, this resort has it all.
Cost of admission is a astronomical $8,000 per night (drinks not included). Of course
you can stay at the underwater villa for up to $40,000 per night.
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MALDIVES SHARK FRENZY: Shark Feeding (Conrad Maldives) #shorts

Shark Feeding Frenzy at the Conrad Maldives

Fun feeding the sharks at the Conrad Maldives.

The staff uses left over fish bits to feed the sharks at 1:30pm. Most of the sharks are
less than one meter in length, and most are black tip reef sharks (not harmful).

We put our GoPro Hero7 at the end of a pole to get the shark feeding frenzy footage,
which dramatically shows the sharks in their natural element (aside from the
chumming) feeding into a frenzy.

Was fun to watch the beautiful sharks, which are brutally and routinely killed for their
fins (shark fin soup) in many Asian countries. We need to stop this slaughter of an
important element of our ecosystem. Sharks are considered a vital part of the ocean
(it's natures garbage dispose machine by eating other wounded fish and animals).

Please help protect the shark, and stop eating any shark fin soup, or shark meat or
animal products.

Plastic Straws ? It's a joke and mis-direct from the fishing industry. Fishing nets kill
more fish, whales, dolphins, turtles, and whildlife than anything else combined.
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MALDIVES MOST EXPENSIVE: Conrad Maldives (Ithaa Undersea) #shorts

MALDIVES MOST EXPENSIVE underwater restaurant. Drinks not included.

The $240 a plate lunch at the Ithaa Undersea Restaurant at the Conrad Maldives is a once-in-a-lifetime bucket-list
item. Drinks are not included. At 16 feet below the clear aquarium fish tropical lagoon, the worlds first undersea
restaurant is made from 4 inch thick clear acrylic (made in Colorado) that was built and shipped from Singapore as one
275 ton module (15 feet x 27 feet).
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MALDIVES SAILING: Conrad Maldives (Sunset Cruise) #shorts

MALDIVES SAILING: Conrad Maldives (Sunset Cruise)
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SOUTH PACIFIC MAGIC: At the Conrad Bora Bora Nui (#shorts)

Magic is all over the world. You just have to go seek it, to discover it. While it may seem that your freedom is captive, it
is times like these where your creativity will set you free. Ne laissez pas le temps emporter la chose la plus précieuse
que vous possédez, vos rêves.
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